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Good afternoon and thank you for the opportunity to testify.  My name is Beth McConnell, and 

I’m the Policy Director for the Philadelphia Association of Community Development 

Corporations (PACDC).  PACDC supports Bill No. 161014, which would authorize the City to enter 

into agreement with the Philadelphia Authority for Industrial Development (PAID) to issue a 

bond to fund $60 million worth of repairs for low-income homeowners.  

 

Waiting lists for programs run by the Philadelphia Housing Development Corporation (PHDC) 

that provide critical health and safety repairs are many years long.  The Basic Systems Repair 

Program (BSRP) has a 5-year wait list for repairs to critical home systems.  When a homeowner 

has an emergency such as a leaky roof, busted plumbing, or dangerous electrical system, a long 

wait for assistance exacerbates the problem.  The home can become unsafe or unhealthy, and 

at worst, uninhabitable.  Similarly, the Adaptive Modifications Program (AMP) provides 

adjustments to a home so a person with physical needs can stay in place.  They can’t wait years 

for the adaptive modifications needed to perform daily tasks.  The Weatherization Assistance 

Program (WAP) has also been unable to serve the long list of qualified Philadelphians that need 

help keeping their home comfortable and warm.  

 

That’s why PACDC supported legislation approved by Council earlier this year that raised the 

Realty Transfer Tax (RTT) by .01 for 20 years in order to fund a program to eliminate the waiting 

lists for these programs.  The RTT increase provides the funding that will pay down the debt 

service on the bond the Finance Committee is considering this afternoon.  
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The bond will allow the City to eliminate those waiting lists much faster than if the funds from 

the RTT expansion were provided annually.  While PHDC will be able to scale up its operations to 

serve a significant portion of the waiting lists, PACDC urges Council and the Administration to 

make some portion of the funds available to community-based non-profits.  An infusion of funds 

of this magnitude, to be spent over a short period of time, will require the capacity of every 

qualified provider.  Non-profits that have experience doing quality home repairs quickly and 

efficiently should be seen as a resource to PHDC in this effort.  The non-profits can also blend 

city-provided funds with other resources raised from philanthropic or private sources, allowing 

them to serve residents more deeply than the City funded programs could on their own.  Non-

profits can also pursue cost-effective methods that allow them to stretch dollars further, 

benefitting more Philadelphians.  We need all hands on deck to benefit as many homeowners, 

as quickly as possible.    

 

Finally, PACDC urges City Council and the Kenney Administration to work together to at least 

double dedicated revenue to the Philadelphia Housing Trust Fund.  We know that when the 

bond funds are spent down, new waiting lists for home repairs will grow again.  We also know 

that more than 100,000 people are on waiting lists for assistance finding a decent, affordable 

home. 20,000 people come to intake at the Office of Homeless Services each year, and about 

2/3rds of them are turned away.  This is not the time to hope that Washington will reverse 

course and begin increasing funding housing programs.  It is the time for us to double down on 

local solutions, and increase resources for new affordable home development, home repair, and 

homelessness prevention.  The Housing Trust Fund has a long, successful track record of funding 

these programs and making a dramatic difference in the lives of Philadelphians.  PACDC hopes 

to work with you and the Administration to work towards a safe, healthy, affordable home for 

every Philadelphian.    
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